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1 Abstract 
University of Arizona (UAZ) has delivered calibration reference files for NIRCam SCAs 
derived from ISIM CV2. This document describes the changes to the format of the 
reference files that were needed to make them usable with Build 3 version of the SSB 
pipeline. We present the strategy adopted to ensure that the algorithms are properly 
working with the delivered files and the effects of reference files on science data. These 
preliminary reference files are intended to validate the JWST SSB pipeline and should 
not be used for calibration purposes. New releases from CV2 and, especially, CV3 data 
will be delivered in the near future. 

2 Introduction 
The JWST Build 3 pipeline, developed by the STScI Science Software Branch (SSB), 
requires a series of reference files for the processing of data. Files must meet specified 
requirements as mentioned in the following document, “JWST Calibration Reference 
Files: File Formats for the Build 3 Pipeline”. In this report, we focus on the reference 
files needed to perform the 9 steps currently envisioned for NIRCam’s Ramps-to-Slopes 
(level 2A) processing of the raw data delivered by the level 1B pipeline. Table 1 shows 
these steps and the required reference files for each. Most of these steps require reference 

Table 1 SSB pipeline steps requiring associated reference files. 

Pipeline Step Reference Files Used 
1. Superbias Subtraction Superbias 
2. IPC Deconvolution IPC Kernel 
3. Data Quality Initialization Pixel mask 
4. Saturation Check Saturation 
5. Reference Pixel Correction
6. Dark Current Subtraction Dark Current 
7. Linearity Correction Linearity 
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Pipeline Step Reference Files Used 
8. Jump Detection Read-noise/Gain 
9. Ramp Fitting Read-noise 

 
files, and some reference file may be used in more than one step. For example, read noise 
arrays are currently used by both the jump detection and ramp fitting steps.  
The NIRCam team at University of Arizona (UAZ) has delivered a set of reference files 
created from data acquired during the 2014 ISIM Cryo-Vacuum 2 (CV2) test campaign. 
While these reference files have been used successfully by the UAZ team to calibrate 
CV2 data, their format does not match that required by the SSB pipeline for calibration 
calculations. The goal of this report is to document the conversion of these reference files 
into the SSB-required formats and the strategy adopted to verify their efficacy, consisting 
in three steps:  

1. SSB Format conformity (S1): Conversion of the new reference files into the 
formats accepted by the SSB pipeline. We test the conversion by running the 
various pipeline steps with the updated reference files and verify that they run 
error-free.  

2. Algorithm Consistency (S2): Check that the information contained in the file is 
consistent with the information expected by the SSB pipeline. For example, the 
pipeline assumes a read noise reference file containing a map of the single-frame 
read noise. We check the converted reference file to be sure it does contain CDS 
read noise.  

3. Performance (S3): Verify the quality of the calibration provided by the new 
reference files. For example, we measure residual dark current before and after 
dark current subtraction, and the deviation from linearity before and after 
linearity-correction.  

Table 2 shows the breadth of work completed. For each type of reference file, the ”S1” 
column denotes if we were able to successfully convert the file to SSB format. The ”S2” 
column shows if the converted reference file contained the type of data expected by the 
SSB calibration algorithm. And the ”S3” column displays whether we analyzed the 
quality of the reference file data. Table 3 lists the detector and associated SCA installed 
in NIRCam at the time of ISIM CV2.  
Table 2 Summary of reference files passing our three levels of Check (Columns S1-S3) at the dates 
indicated 

Reference File S1 S2 S3 Created Delivered SSB Ready 
Superbias No No No 10/20/2014 10/21/2014 05/15/2015 
IPC Kernel Yes Yes Yes 10/03/2014 10/03/2014 05/15/2015 
Saturation Yes Yes Yes 10/30/2014 10/30/2014 05/15/2015 
Dark Current Yes Yes No 10/30/2014 11/01/2014 05/15/2015 
Linearity Yes Yes Yes 10/29/2014 10/29/2014 05/15/2015 
Gain Yes Yes Yes 12/11/2014 12/11/2014 05/15/2015 
Read-Noise Yes Yes No 10/14/2014 10/15/2014 05/15/2015 
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Table 3 Cross-identification table of NIRCam SCAs from ISIM CV2 testing. 

SCA Name SCA Number SCA ID 
A1 481 16989 
A2 482 17023 
A3 483 17024 
A4 484 17048 
A5 485 17158 
B1 486 16991 
B2 487 17005 
B3 488 17011 
B4 489 17047 
B5 490 17161 

 

3 General SSB Format  
All reference files used by the SSB pipeline must conform to a general FITS format with 
the following characteristics:  

• The primary FITS extension has a header containing all keywords that are not 
 specific to individual extensions.   

• The primary FITS extension contains no data.   
• The other FITS extensions are of type SCI, ERR, COEFFS, DQ and DQ_DEF and 

must be used accordingly. 
Table 4 lists some of the required primary extension header keywords used for all 
reference files.  The other FITS extensions must contain FITS keywords and relative data 
matching each type of reference file.  
The conversion can be made using a series of python models developed by SSB, listed in 
Table 5. For each reference file, we provide as attachment the python classes that convert 
the UAZ reference files into SSB-conform format, see Appendix.   

Table 4 FITS Keywords needed by reference files 

Required Primary Extension Keywords Allowed NIRCam Values 
REFTYPE IPC, SATURATION, DARK, LINEARITY, 

READNOISE, GAIN 
DESCRIP Summary of file 
AUTHOR Creator(s) of file 
PEDIGREE GROUND, DUMMY, ‘INFLIGHT YYYY-MM-DD 

YYYY-MM-DD 
TELESCOP JWST 
INSTRUME NIRCAM 
DETECTOR NRCA1, NRCA2, NRCA3, NRCA4, NRCALONG 

NRCB1, NRCB2, NRCB3, NRCB4, NRCBLONG 
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Required Primary Extension Keywords Allowed NIRCam Values 
READPRATT DEEP8, DEEP2, MEDIUM8, MEDIUM2, 

SHALLOW4, SHALLOW2, BRIGHT2, BRIGHT1, 
RAPID  

SUBARRAY FULL 
SUBSTRT1 1 
SUBSIZE1 2048 
SUBSTRT2 1 
SUBSIZE2 2048 
FASTAXIS 1 
SLOWAXIS 2 
NFRAMES 108 (Needed for Darks) 
GROUPGAP 1 (Needed for Darks) 

 
Table 5 SSB Reference files models ussed in this work 

Reference File SSB Model 
Superbias N/A 
IPC Kernel IPCModel 
Saturation SaturationModel 
Dark Current DarkModel 
Linearity LinearityModel 
Gain GainModel 
Read-noise ReadnoiseModel 
Science Data RampmModel 

 

3.1 Data Quality Mapping and DQ Table  
For many of the delivered reference files, we convert the data quality (DQ) map 
definitions from the UAz system into the SSB system. We show the mapping of the DQ 
values for the linearity correction in Table 6 as an example.  
To map data quality bit definitions and values from the delivery format to SSB format, 
we first create a dictionary of the SSB-defined DQ values, as seen e.g. in the SSB 
columns in Table 6. Next, we map the delivered reference file DQ values to the 
appropriate SSB values. However, in order to keep all the additional information 
contained in the UAZ DQ masks but not captured by the SSB values, we shift the UAz 
DQ masks by 8 bits to the left and add them to the final DQ masks.  
The definitions of all bit values are then stored in a binary table as a separate FITS 
extension called DQ_DEF, which the SSB pipeline accepts. Table 7 shows an example of 
such a DQ_DEF FITS table. The SSB pipeline only uses the mask values that it can 
recognize. In this case, it will ignore all bits but those for DO_NOT_USE, NONLINEAR, 
and NO_LIN_CORR. In summary, SSB uses this DQ image correctly, while the original, 
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more detailed UAz DQ info is still conserved. We completed this process for all 
reference files that needed a re-mapping of the DQ values. 
 

Table 6 Remapping of linearity reference file DQ values to match the SSB definitions 

UAZ SSB Final Value 
Value Keyword Value Keyword hex format 

1 DO_NOT_USE 1 DO_NOT_USE 0x0101 
2 NO_LIN_SAMP 2 NONLINEAR 0x0202 
4 BAD_LIN_FIT 4 NO_LIN_CORR 0x0404 
8 NO_WELL_SAMP 2 NONLINEAR 0x0802 

16 MODEL_FIT_FAIL 4 NO_LIN_CORR 0x1004 
32 WELL_NOT_DEFINED 2 NONLINEAR 0x2002 
64 MASTER_MASK 4 DO_NOT_USE 0x4004 

 
Table 7 Content of the DQ DEF extension FITS table describing the DQ mask values in the DQ 
image 

BIT Value NAME DESCRIPTION 
0 1 DO_NOT_USE Bad pixel. Do not use 
1 2 NONLINEAR Pixel highly nonlinear 
2 4 NO_LIN_CORR Linearity corrections not available 
    

8 256 UAZ_DO_NOT_USE Bad pixel. Do not use 
9 512 UAZ_NO_LIN_SAMP Few samples in linear regime 

10 1024 UAZ_ BAD_LIN_FIT Linear model poor below LINCUT 
11 2048 UAZ_ NO_WELL_SAMP Few samples below well 
12 4096 UAZ_ MODEL_FIT_FAIL Linearity model failed 
13 8192 UAZ_ WELL_NOT_DEFINED Well undefined, but pixel not in master DQ 
14 16384 UAZ_ MASTER_MASK Pixel was masked DO_NOT_USE in master 

 

3.2 Science Observation Conversion  
In order to test our converted reference files, we use them to calibrate data acquired 
during CV2 testing. This also requires converting these files into SSB compatible format. 
Science data must be 4-dimensional arrays stored in the first (rather than the primary) 
extension of a FITS file. The 1st and 2nd dimension is the spatial x- and y-axis, 
respectively. The 3rd is the number of groups (detector readouts associated with each 
integration). Lastly, the 4th dimension is the number of integrations (repeated ramps) in 
the exposure.  
All CV2 FITS data were collected as single integrations, and were therefore stored as 3-
dimensional arrays. We thus add the additional ”fourth” dimension (of size equal to 1) to 
each science observation. After fixing the data dimensions, the science data file are 
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converted to a pipeline-ready file through the use of SSB’s python RampModel module. 
We are then able to use these converted science observations to test the reference files.  

3.3 Reference File Testing  
In order to test the reference files, we run CV2 exposures of various kinds (darks, flats, 
etc.) through the SSB pipeline. In general, the following steps are performed in the order, 
when applicable:  

• Superbias Subtraction  
• IPC Deconvolution  
• Data Quality Initialization 
• Saturation Check 
• Reference Pixel Correction 
• Dark Current Subtraction 
• Linearity Correction  
• Jump Detection  
• Ramp Fitting  

4 Superbias  
After the detector has been reset in preparation for a new observation, a DC pedestal 
(bias) is set at the beginning of each ramp. This offset is typically on the order of 10,000 
ADU, with differences between pixels on the order of a couple of thousands of ADU (see 
top panel of Figure 1). In theory, this offset does not influence the linear fitting of the 
ramps, as the algorithm returns both the slope and intercept for each pixel. However, due 
to the fact that the DC pedestal significantly varies between pixels, the corrections for 
inter-pixel coupling and cross-talk are affected. Removing an estimate of the bias offset 
has no counter- indication and can be done by subtracting a superbias constructed from 
many dark frames. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the DC pedestal has also 
a time component; in particular, there is an initial uncertainty injected with the reset 
(KTC noise). This effect should also be corrected for to achieve ultimate accuracy in the 
non-linearity correction.  

4.1 SSB Format  
There is currently no SSB python model for the superbias reference file, as shown in 
Section 3 Table 5. The UAZ pipeline, however, includes this correction. As a result, the 
reference files are not modified from the delivered UAZ format.  

4.2 Algorithm  
Two separate steps are required to remove the bias offset. This is due to the presence of a 
vertical striping pattern in all raw data, dubbed the “odd/even effect”. The effect is the 
result of bias levels that are different by roughly 1000 DN between alternating columns 
on the detector, as seen in the center panel of Figure 1. This pattern is superposed on top 
of the fixed bias structure across the detector. 
The first step of the bias correction to a science observation is to subtract a superbias 
image. This will remove the fixed bias structure from the data while leaving behind the 
signal due to the odd/even effect. The second step is then to perform an odd/even 
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correction. This is done by calculating, for each amplifier independently, the average of 
the reference pixels across the top and bottom of the detector in the odd/even numbered 
columns, and subtracting these averages from the corresponding odd/even columns of the 
science pixels. The bottom panel of Figure 1 shows data which have had both of these 
correction steps performed resulting in a successful removal of the bias signal.  
The CV2-derived superbias reference files delivered from UAZ are created from files 
which have had the odd/even correction performed. This results in a superbias image that 
does not correct for any of the odd/even effect, as described above. It is also possible to 
construct a superbias image from files that have not had the even/odd correction 
performed, and thus captures the even/odd effect. If there is no time-dependence to the 
even/odd effect, the subtraction of this superbias image would remove both effects 
simultaneously. It is not clear which of these two methods for superbias creation is 
preferable. Future work will inform the decision on which method is to be used for the 
SSB pipeline superbias reference files. 
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Figure 1 The top frame shows a section of a raw, uncorrected frame with scaling from 4560 to 10500 
counts. The center frame shows the same section after superbias subtraction with scaling from 4600 
to 6400 counts, with a prominent even/odd effect (see text). The bottom frame shows the data after 
the even/odd effect has been removed with scaling from -160 to 246 counts.  

4.3 Performance  
Since the superbias correction is not implemented yet in the SSB pipeline, we performed 
this correction with a custom routine. We use dark current integrations to test the 
performance of the superbias correction. We apply superbias and reference pixel 
corrections to dark frames as mentioned in Section 4.2 (see Figure 2 for examples). The 
superbias-subtracted images have a standard deviation of 35 ADU around zero, which is 
significantly larger than the standard deviation of 10 ADU in the difference between two 
frames of a single integration that is dominated by 1/f and read noise. The cause of the 
extra noise can be largely attributed to the kTC noise, that can be readily estimated given 
the Boltzmann constant, k, the temperature, T, and the node capacitance, C.  For NIRCam, 
T = 40K and C ≃45fF would correspond to 𝑘𝑇𝐶≃σkTC ≃30e, or about 15 ADUs. 
Adding the read noise (about 13 e) of the dark frame before superbias subtraction and the 
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residual uncertainty of the superbias, we have a standard deviation in the right ballpark of 
the measured one.  
 

 
Figure 2 SCA A1 frame 3 and frame 102. The two top panels show the same portion of the detector 
for frame 3 from two separate integrations. The two bottom panels show frame 102 from the same 
two integrations. The two panels on the left show a portion of the superbias-corrected data from 
frame 3 (top) and frame 102 (bottom) of a single integration. The panels on the right show the same, 
but for a different integration. Residual structures are visible in the red circles in both frame 3 and 
frame 102 of the integration on the left. These structures are not visible in the frames on the right. 
Blue circles show residual structures in the integration on the right, which again are not visible in the 
integration on the left. The structures are symmetric about the amp 2/amp 3 boundary, which runs 
vertically down the center of each panel. When comparing all four panels we conclude that this 
residual structure carries from frame to frame of a single integration, but not to the next integration.  

We expect kTC noise to be random and not spatially correlated. However, Figure 2 shows 
that there is a spatial correlation that is similar for all superbias corrected frames of the 
same integration. Figure 2 indicates examples of such spatial correlation for two different 
integrations with red and blue circles. The fact that the spatial correlation is the same for 
all superbias-corrected frames of the same integration (e.g., red circles in left panels of 
Figure 2) indicates that these structures are not caused by the variable 1/f noise during the 
integration. If these spatial structures were left-over imprints of 1/f noise from the input 
dark frames from which the superbias was constructed, then super-bias corrected frames 
of different exposures should show the same structure, which is not the case (compare 
structures indicated by red and blue circles in Figure 2).  
We therefore conclude that on top of the pixel-to-pixel kTC noise imprinted at the 
beginning of each ramp there is another noise term, spatially correlated between nearby 
pixels in the fast readout direction and between different amplifiers, with characteristics 
similar to the 1/f-noise. This could possibly be due e.g. to variations of the reset voltage 
levels applied at the beginning of each ramp.  
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As for the kTC noise, ramp fitting is expected to remove also this extra noise source 
common to all frames of the same ramp. 

5 IPC  
Interpixel coupling (IPC) is a well-known anomaly of infrared detectors (Kavadias et al. 
1994). Due to the capacitive coupling between adjacent pixels, the output signal results 
spatially correlated since a fraction of the charge generated in a pixel appears in 
neighboring pixels. This affects the sharpness of astronomical sources and increases the 
number of pixels indirectly affected by cosmic ray events, or high dark current. IPC 
coupling can be measured by exploiting the population of isolated hot pixels as they 
affect the measured response of adjacent pixels. The left panel of Figure 3 shows how hot 
pixels cause increased flux in the four pixels directly adjacent, leaving a cross pattern.  

5.1 SSB Format  
The IPC can be corrected for by deconvolving the image. Since the IPC affects only the 
closest neighbors, the deconvolution can be done with a 3x3 pixel kernel. The UAZ IPC 
reference files are FITS files with a 2-d image extension where a small (3x3 pixel) kernel 
is located in the SCI extension. Table 8 shows several header keywords which need to be 
added to or changed in the 0th extension header in order for the pipeline to accept the file.  
 
Table 8 To the left are keywords contained in the file delivered and to the right are keywords SSB 
needed to use the reference file successfully.  

UAZ SSB 
EXTENSION = O  
INSTRUME=’NRC’ INSTRUME=’NIRCAM’ 
DETECTOR=’A1’ DETECTOR=’NRCA1’ 
 REFTYPE=’IPC’ 

5.2 Algorithm  
The left and right panel of Figure 3 shows a small section of amplifier 1 of SCA B3 
before and after IPC correction, respectively. Qualitatively, the IPC correction moves 
back the leaked charge from the adjacent pixels into the central hot pixel; our visual 
inspection led us to conclude that the delivered IPC deconvolution kernel is consistent 
with the deconvolution algorithm implemented by SSB. Note, however, that the pixels to 
the left and right of the hot pixels have systematically lower and higher counts, 
respectively; we will discuss this residual anomaly in the performance section. 
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Figure 3 The figure above displays detector B3 uncorrected active pixels to the left and the IPC 
correction being applied to the right.  

5.3 Performance  
To characterize the IPC and its correction, we analyze isolated hot pixels and the induced 
charges in their immediate neighbors. We calculate the flux count ratio r between a hot 
pixel at position x, y and the 4 neighboring pixels, those mostly affected by IPC:  

 
 
where the ±1 indexes refer to the pixel coordinates. It is important to differentiate 
between pixels that are readout directly before (pre) or after (post) the hot pixels (see 
SOCCER document JWST-STScI-004361), due to an additional effect from RC ringing. 
Therefore we define: 
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The top panel of Figure 4 shows rpost and rpre before (filled symbols) and after (open 
symbols) IPC correction. The correction works well for amplifier 2 and 4, while there are 
systematic offsets for amplifier 1 and 3. These systematic offsets are not seen for rup and 
rdown (bottom panel of Figure 4). The systematic offsets are the result of amplifiers 1 
and 3 having a different readout direction along the x-axis than amplifier 2 and 4. 
Therefore using the same kernel for all amplifiers does not correctly account for the RC 
ringing effect for half of the amplifiers. The solution is either to separate the RC ringing 
effect correction from the IPC correction, or to have different deconvolution kernels for 
different amplifiers. Further analysis is needed to select the optimal method.  
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Figure 4 Top: Count ratios rpost and rpre before (filled) and after (open) IPC correction in red and 
blue symbols. Bottom: Same as top panel, but for rup and rdown  
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6 Gain  
Conversion gain is a fundamental parameter of the readout chain which relates the raw 
counts (ADU) to the number of detected electrons. The gain can vary spatially, particular 
epoxy void regions have in general a gain that is smaller by 5-10% compared to the 
normal detector area. See SOCCER document JWST- STScI-004622 for further details.  

Table 9 CV2 (ASIC controller) and UAZ (Leach controller) gain values 

SCA 𝐂𝐕𝟐 𝐠[𝐞! /𝐀𝐃𝐔] 𝐔𝐀𝐙 𝐠[𝐞! /𝐀𝐃𝐔] 
A1 2.00 2.70 
A3 2.06 2.30 
A4 1.79 2.50 
A5 1.83 2.89 
B1 1.91 2.50 
B2 2.13 2.60 
B3 1.94 2.30 
B4 1.97 2.50 
B5 1.90 2.95 

6.1 SSB Format 
Dec. 2014 UAZ delivery of reference files contains gain values from data obtained in the 
UAZ lab using a Leach controller. UAZ then converted these gain values into CV2 gains 
with a bootstrap method using the assumption that the well depth is constant (see Table 
9). UAZ provided an average gain for each detector. These gain values have an 
uncertainty of about 20% due to the bootstrap assumptions, spatial variations, and 
differences in gain from different amplifier settings. Assuming that these files will be 
updated after CV3, we have delivered SSB gain reference files as FITS files with a single 
extension, labeled SCI, in the first extension of the file. This extension contains a 2048 x 
2048 pixel map of the gain values across the detector, which we set to a constant value in 
units of electrons/DN. The performance of the gain values are discussed in Section 7.3 
ahead.  

7 Well Depth/Saturation  
A pixel has reached its full well depth when new incoming photons produce little to no 
new signal (saturation). Values higher than a certain saturation level, pixel dependent, 
must be excluded. In practical terms, the saturation is defined as the signal level at which 
the pixel’s signal ramp becomes non-correctable for linearity. Unlike other calibration 
files provided by UAZ, saturation maps are based on Arizona lab data, not ISIM CV2.  

Table 10 Saturation DQ values 

UAZ SSB Final Value 
Value Keyword Value Keyword hex format 

1  DO_NOT_USE 1 DO_NOT_USE 0x0101 
2 NO_SAT_CHECK 2 NO_SAT_CHECK 0x0202 
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7.1 SSB Format  
The saturation reference file is composed of a 2048 x 2048 pixel map stored in the SCI 
extension of the FITS file. A separate map is created for each SCA. Table 10 describes 
the re-mapping of DQ values to SSB as noted in Section 3.1. In this case, the UAZ DQ 
keywords are the same as the SSB ones. The DQ_DEF table extension was also added. 

7.2 Algorithm  
Reference files delivered from the UAZ were in units of electrons estimated from the 
original UAZ ramps using gains reported in Table 9, whereas the SSB pipeline checks for 
saturation using CV2 with ADU units. Therefore, we converted the delivered values to 
ADU using the CV2 gain values also presented in Table 9. The saturation values are also 
defined with respect to ramps with the bias offset removed, thus we perform the 
superbias subtraction described in Section 4.2 before running and testing the SSB 
saturation step.  

7.3 Performance  
Figure 5 shows examples of ramps of 4 pixels with their respective saturation level Cmax 
taken from the reference file, indicated with the red line. The top two panels show pixels 
that are clearly saturated. For the pixel in the top-left panel, Cmax is correctly below the 
leveled out count values of the ramp (blue line) whereas Cmax is above all values for the 
ramp in the top-right panel. In this case, saturated parts of the ramp would incorrectly be 
used for the slope fitting, significantly degrading the analysis.  
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Figure 5 SCA A1 Flat Field ramp and saturation for 4 individual pixels. Cmax is the red line and 
represents saturation level from the reference file. The blue line represents the Flat Field ramp. The 
shaded green region represents the last 20 frames which is used in calculating σsat in Section 7.3. 

We want to determine the frequency of saturation values that are too high. We do this by 
calculating the mean count value Csat and its standard deviation σsat for the last 20 
groups of the ramp (groups 140-160). Cmax is too large if Dsat = Csat −Cmax < 0. 
However, before we can draw any conclusions from the Dsat distribution, we need to 
exclude pixels like the ones in the bottom panels of Figure 5, which do not saturate in the 
exposures we use. For these pixels, Dsat < 0 even though it doesn’t necessarily mean that 
Cmax has too high a value. We use σsat to remove these pixels from our analysis: The 
left panel of Figure 6 shows σsat versus Csat for SCA A1.  
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Figure 6 SCA A1 standard deviation of the last 20 frames. 1.4% of the pixels had standard deviations 
above 100 (red line) and were therefore considered unsaturated.  

It may be optically deceiving, but the vast majority of the pixels have σsat < 100 (see 
histogram in right panel of Figure 6), like the two pixels in the top panels of Figure 5. 
Pixels with ramp that have not reached well-depth, like the two pixels in the bottom 
panels of Figure 5, have a significantly larger σsat > 100. 
In order to get a clean sample of saturated pixels, we only use pixels with σsat < 100 for 
the following analysis, excluding only 1.4% of the pixels. The upper panel of Figure 7 
shows the histograms of Dsat = Csat − Cmax for these pixels.  
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Figure 7 Histogram showing 100x100 pixel box size of measured saturation values minus reference 

file saturation values for SCA A1 with gain of 2.0 e−/ADU for top plot and 2.1 e−/ADU for bottom. 

Ideally, this distribution should all be positive, indicating measured saturation values 
which are higher than those in the reference file. This assures that the SSB pipeline will 
begin flagging pixels as saturated at signal levels below where the pixel approaches hard 
saturation. However, for more than half of the pixels, Dsat < 0, implying that they would 
fail to be flagged as saturated despite reaching full well. We speculate that the most likely 
reason is that the gain values used are not correct. The lower panel of Figure 7 shows the 
same histogram, but this time Cmax is calculated using a gain of 2.1 e−/ADU instead of 
2.0 e−/ADU. With this small 5% change in gain, the distribution is shifted so that all 
values are above zero. This assures that all saturated signal values will be successfully 
flagged in the SSB pipeline. We apply this correction to the saturation maps of all SCAs. 

8 Darks  
Dark current refers to the small current generated within an active pixel even when not 
illuminated. Impurities in the detector substrate can also lead to a significantly larger dark 
current (hot pixels). At JWST operating temperature, about 35-40K, the dark current rate 
of a given pixel is generally constant. However, since some other effects like reset drifts 
might be present, and since they can better be corrected when the dark current is 
subtracted, the SSB pipeline will construct a 3D-array from a long superdark matching 
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the science frame readout mode. The superdark is constructed from long individual darks 
that have 1 frame per group. This ensures that dark reference files can be constructed for 
all readout modes.  

8.1 SSB Format  
Dark reference files are FITS files with four image extensions, labeled SCI, ERR, DQ, 
and DQ_DEF. The SCI and ERR extensions contain 3-dimensional data arrays and the 
DQ extension contains a 2-D data array. As described in Section 3.1, in Table 11 we 
show the mapping of the UAZ DQ values onto SSB bit values.  

Table 11 Remapping of the UAZ Dark reference file DQ values to match the SSB definitions 

UAZ SSB Final Value 
Value Keyword Value Keyword hex format 

1  DO_NOT_USE 1 DO_NOT_USE 0x0101 
2 HIGH_NOISE 8 UNRELIABLE_DARK 0x0208 
4 UNSTABLE_NOISE 8 UNRELIABLE_DARK 0x0408 
  2 HOT 0x0002 
  4 WARM 0x0004 
  16 UNRELIABLE_SLOPE 0x0010 

8.2 Algorithm  
To test the quality of the dark current subtraction, we used the SSB pipeline to subtract 
newly converted dark current reference files from individual dark current integrations. 
Ideally, subtracting the dark current from a dark current observation should leave behind 
nothing but higher noise. Read noise, 1/f noise, and shot noise from the dark current 
should all be present, mitigated by the number of frames used to create the dark, but the 
mean signal level should be zero.  
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Figure 8 The figure above displays short-wavelength SCA A1 and long- wavelength ALONG dark 
correction being applied.  

Figure 8 shows the results for an SCA ALONG dark integration. Prior to the correction 
(blue line), the ramp shows a clear steady increase in counts up to about 20 ADU. After 
the subtraction, the mean signal is essentially zero in all frames. Figure 8 shows the same 
situation for an integration from SCA A1. Note that the dark current in A1 is essentially 
zero even prior to the correction. In this case, we see that the dark current subtraction 
made small   ( 1 ADU) adjustments to the signals in some reads, but has not made any 
fundamental changes to the mean signal behavior.  

9 Linearity  
IR detectors have in general a non-linear response, as charge accumulates in the 
individual pixel capacitors. For a given pixel, this non-linearity can be corrected for by 
multiplying the ramp with a polynomial correction function of the form

 
where Fc is the corrected counts, C are the correction coefficients, and F is the 
uncorrected counts.  
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9.1 SSB Format  
Linearity reference files are FITS files with three extensions, labeled COEFFS, DQ, and 
DQ_DEF. The COEFFS extension is a 3-D array of floating point values in the form of 
2048 x 2048 pixels for the first two dimensions. The third dimension are the polynomial 
coefficients used to correct the raw ramps (see Equation 9). As described in Section 3.1, 
in Table 12 we show the mapping of the UAZ DQ values onto SSB bit values.  

Table 12 Remapping of UAZ linearity reference file DQ values to match SSB definitions 

UAZ SSB Final Value 
Value Keyword Value Keyword hex format 

1 DO_NOT_USE 1 DO_NOT_USE 0x0101 
2 NO_LIN_SAMP 2 NONLINEAR 0x0202 
4 BAD_LIN_FIT 4 NO_LIN_CORR 0x0404 
8 NO_WELL_SAMP 2 NONLINEAR 0x0802 

16 MODEL_FIT_FAIL 4 NO_LIN_CORR 0x1004 

9.2 Algorithm 
The first coefficient in the delivered files is 1.0, i.e., C0 = 0 and C1 = 1, indicating that 
these coefficients are derived for bias-subtracted ramps.  
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Figure 9 The figure above is from SCA A3 linearity correction of a bias subtracted ramp. The blue 
cross is the signal of one pixel from the uncorrected science ramp. A linearity correction is then 
applied using equation 9 represented by the yellow circles. This signal is then linearity fitted as 
shown by the magenta line. From the bottom panel is the residuals from the coefficient corrected 
signal (yellow circles)- the linearity fit(magenta line). The uncertainty is the Poisson noise, which is 
calculated as the square root of the coefficient corrected flux divided by the gain of the detector.  

Figure 9 shows the non-linearity correction of a bias subtracted ramp using the SSB 
pipeline. The blue crosses represent the bias-subtracted ramp. Yellow circles represent 
the application of equation 9 correction coefficients. The signal in the pixel reached the 
saturation valued stored in the saturation reference file at about 50,000 ADU. Groups 
occurring after the pixel became saturated were flagged during the saturation flagging 
step in the pipeline, and these groups were ignored during the subsequent linearity 
correction. Lastly, the magenta line shows the linearity ramp fitted slope with a value of 
46.1641.  

9.3 Performance  
Overall, the non-linearity correction works reasonably well, with a standard deviation of 
the residuals on the order of 44 ADU. This standard deviation is mostly due to Poisson 
noise of the flat field signal, but there are still some systematic biases due to imperfect 
non-linearity corrections. For example, the average of the residuals in the frame ranges 
40-50 and 70-80 are 36 and -74 ADU, well above the Poisson noise.  
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10 Read Noise  
Read noise is a gaussian-like noise injected each time a pixel is sampled and one of the 
dominant noise sources in low-signal frames. For proper noise propagation, it is 
important to accurately know the read noise of each pixel, therefore a 2D map of the read 
noise map is necessary.  

10.1  SSB Format  
Read noise reference files are FITS files with a single image extension, labeled SCI, in 
the first file extension. The reference file contains a 2048x2048 pixel map of the read 
noise across the detector given in electrons per CDS pair of reads.  

10.2 Algorithm  
The read noise map is used by both the jump-detection and ramp-fitting steps. The SSB 
pipeline still makes limited use of the read noise but the plan is to use it to derive an 
accurate estimate of the signal uncertainty. We verified that the SSB pipeline ingested the 
provided read noise files. Values for overall noise are within the range when compared to 
previous analysis.  

11 Conclusion 
Calibration reference files for the NIRCam SCAs derived from ISIM CV2 were accepted 
into the SSB pipeline. Algorithms appear to behave properly and further investigation of 
performances are still needed. Performance checks have revealed the super-bias 
correction has a new suspected noise term after correction to a science ramp. After 
inspection, there is a spatial correlation between nearby pixels in the fast readout 
direction between different amplifiers. The application of the IPC kernel is amplifier 
dependent and present systematic offsets for amplifier 1 and 3 along the readout 
directions. Using a appropriately derived IPC kernel to account for readout directions 
might be necessary either by creating separate kernels for amplifiers or separating the RC 
ringing effect from the IPC correction. As mentioned in the abstract, this report is 
intended to validate the JWST SSB pipeline and not for calibrating data as future releases 
will do so.  
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Appendix A. Python Scripts  
The following scripts written in python are used to convert science data and reference 
files from CV2 into the required SSB format. Python scripts are attached as a tarball. 
Examples of running scripts are also shown below. 

• nircam2ssb.py 

 • sci2ssb.py  

• ipc2ssb.py 

• dark2ssb.py  

• gain2ssb.py 

• linearity2ssb.py  

• readnoise2ssb.py 

• saturation2ssb.py  

Example of running script: 

>  SSBX 
>  setenv UAZCONVDIR     /grp/jwst/wit/nircam/cv2_reffile_conversion/convert_UAZ_files 
>  python sci2ssb.py NRCV83500022001P0000000002101_1_481_SE_2014-09-03T08h05m16.fits 
>  python ipc2ssb.py NRCA1_16989_IPCDeconvolutionKernel_2014-10-03.fits 
>  python ipc2ssb.py –h  
Usage: ipc2ssb.py infile1 infile2 ... 
Options: 
  -h, --help            show this help message and exit 
  -v, --verbose          
  -o OUTFILEBASENAME, --outfilebasename=OUTFILEBASENAME 
                        file basename of output file. If 'auto', then basename 
                        is input filename with fits removed (default=auto) 
  -d OUTDIR, --outdir=OUTDIR 
                        if specified output directory (default=none) 
  -s OUTSUBDIR, --outsubdir=OUTSUBDIR 
                        if specified gets added to output directory 
                        (default=none) 
  --outsuffix=OUTSUFFIX 
                        if specified: output suffix, otherwise _uncal.fits 
                        (default=none) 




